


Embark on a design journey into the New Year with evolving interior and

exterior trends. From the groundbreaking "Elevated Outdoor Living"

concept by Ryan Hughes Design Build, where the boundaries of luxury

outdoor spaces are pushed, to a call for a textured design revolution indoors

by Elizabeth Cinquini Interiors , 2024 promises a vibrant mix of innovation

and personality. Explore the dynamic trends that redefine both indoor and

outdoor aesthetics.
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Ryan Hughes Design Build

For the new year, pushing boundaries is a trend that is evolving and

motivating luxury outdoor design.  For the award-winning exterior design

professionals of Ryan Hughes Design, the result is known as “Elevated

Outdoor Living.” “Our teams of professionals are continually seeking to

breach traditional boundaries,” said Ryan Hughes, founder and creative

director. “This trend is taking place as much in function as form; but

ultimately, by design.”  Trends being captured in Hughes’ outdoor designs

include multi-level planning in which outdoor spaces are being defined as

well as expanded across elevations to accommodate greater experiences as

much as topography. While accommodations for large gatherings continue, a

trend towards equal consideration of unique individual personal spaces

including custom decks, private gardens, or pool-side grottos. Fashion

throughout is a trending constant, indoors or out.  From features to

furnishings, greater choices are expected with innovative outdoor durability

in lounges to lighting, appliances to athletic implements.
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Elizabeth Cinquini Interiors 

Welcoming the New Year with New Aesthetics! Elizabeth Cinquini Interiors

wants you to say goodbye to bland painted walls and hello to a new era of

textured design! In 2024, interior spaces are breaking free from the

monotony - welcoming textured walls to infuse warmth, coziness, and

personality. From intricate wallpapers to custom finishes, textures are
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transforming spaces, adding depth and character. Wallpaper, in particular,

emerges as a design superhero, effortlessly breathing life into rooms with its

versatility and ability to tell unique stories. Whether it's the raw charm of

exposed brick or the luxurious feel of woven fabrics, texture creates a multi-

sensory experience that goes beyond visual appeal. Elevate your space with

various texture to create a haven that speaks uniquely to your personality.

It's time to bid farewell to monochromatic white and grey palettes and

boring walls and embrace revolution of texture and rich tones shaping the

design landscape.
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